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Considerable evidence has suggested that traumatic spinal cord injury (SCI) can lead to disrupted social relationships (Kleiber, Brock, Lee, Dattilo, & Caldwell, 1995) as well as negative psychological consequences such as depression (e.g., Elliot & Frank, 1996), anxiety (e.g., Kennedy & Rogers, 2000), distress (e.g., Kennedy & Evans, 2001), and disruption of one’s sense of well-being (McCann & Pearlman, 1990). However, an emerging body of literature indicates that people who experience trauma can experience personal growth in the midst of such trauma (e.g., O’Leary & Ickovics, 1995; Park, Cohen, & Murch, 1996). For example, the experience of personal growth following traumatic events has been reported in various types of chronic and life-threatening illness, such as cancer (Bellizzi & Blank, 2006), HIV/AIDS (Cadell, Regehr, & Hemsworth, 2003), heart disease (Sheikh, 2004), and pediatric leukemia (Best, Streisand, Catania, & Kazak, 2001).

In terms of negative life events, leisure researchers have paid great attention to leisure coping and have provided important insights into the role of leisure in coping with stressful life events and chronic illnesses (e.g., Hutchinson, Loy, Kleiber, & Dattilo, 2003; Iwasaki & Mannell, 2000; Kleiber, Hutchinson, & Williams, 2002). Kleiber, Hutchinson, and Williams introduced a concept of “positive transformation” following negative life events. They conceptualized the potential functions of leisure in transcending negative life events and challenged leisure researchers to explore positive outcomes following traumatic events, which can be conceptualized as posttraumatic growth (PTG). PTG refers to “positive change that the individual experiences as a result of the struggle with a trauma” (Calhoun & Tedeschi, 1999, p. 11). However, few empirical studies have examined the role of leisure in the experience of PTG. Moreover, no empirical study has intentionally selected people experiencing personal growth to explore the characteristics of growth. The purpose of this study was to explore the role of leisure in the experience of PTG for people with SCI. To capture the characteristics of PTG, this study deliberately selected individuals exhibiting evidence of PTG.

**Review of Relevant Literature**

**Posttraumatic Growth**

Despite the considerable evidence that traumatic events can lead to negative psychological, physical, and social consequences, there is increasing evidence that personal distress and growth frequently coexist in the midst of trauma. People who experience PTG demonstrate “a significant beneficial change in their cognitive and emotional lives that may have behavioral implications” (Tedeschi, Park, & Calhoun 1998, p. 3). This change facilitates a constructive cognitive processing of trauma that can change perspectives on self, others, and one’s way of living (Tedeschi & Calhoun, 1995). PTG has been variously referred to as “benefit finding” (Affleck & Tennen, 1996), “flourishing” ( Ryff & Singer, 2000), “perceived benefits” (Calhoun & Tedeschi, 1991), “positive by products” (McMillen, Howard, Nower, & Chung, 2001), “stress-related growth” (Park, Cohen, & Murch, 1996), and “thriving” (O’Leary & Ickovics, 1995). However, Tedeschi and Calhoun (2004) argued that the term, **posttraumatic growth**, is the most appropriate expression to describe the phenomenon because this term captures transformative positive life changes beyond individuals’ previous level of adaptation, psychological functioning, or
Posttraumatic growth refers to an increase in life awareness following major life crises. PTG tends to “have more impact on people’s lives, and involves such fundamental changes or insights about living that it does not appear to be merely another coping mechanism” (Tedeschi, Park, & Calhoun, 1998, p. 3).

Previous literature has documented various personal and social factors (e.g., social support, coping, personality characteristics, and positive emotions) contributing to PTG. Social support from significant others not only helps people restore cherished beliefs threatened by victimization (Janoff-Bulman, 1989), but also has a significant influence on the likelihood of PTG (Calhoun & Tedeschi, 1999). Social interaction with supportive others provides the opportunity to express self, improve self-esteem, and experience the sense of acceptance within a social network (Affleck, Tennen, Higgins, & Urrows, 1994; Calhoun & Tedeschi). Calhoun and Tedeschi stated that people tend to find new value and experience greater closeness in their relationships with significant others who have provided great support during the recovery or adaptation process. Social support also aids in PTG by facilitating the rebuilding of personal narratives and finding value in life (Tedeschi & Calhoun, 2004).

In addition, an individual’s coping responses with stress are an important factor influencing PTG outcomes (Schaefer & Moos, 1998) because through the coping process individuals tend to make sense of their experiences and rebuild personal narratives that were disrupted by the traumatic experience (Janoff-Bulman, 1989). Coping is defined as “the thoughts and behaviors used to manage the internal and external demands of situations that are appraised as stressful” (Folkman & Moskowitz, 2004, p. 745). Previous studies have suggested that the likelihood of PTG occurring may be influenced by the ways in which an individual responds to stress (e.g., Park, 1998; Schaefer & Moos, 1998). Tedeschi, Park, and Calhoun (1998) stated that “individuals who appraise a life crisis as a challenge that they can master may cope more actively with the problem and thus be more apt to grow from the experience” (p. 115). Furthermore, the employment of effortful coping was identified as an essential coping strategy for personal growth following a traumatic event (Schaefer & Moos, 1992; Tedeschi & Calhoun, 1995). Calhoun and Tedeschi (1999) argued that positive rumination and thinking about the traumatic event were significantly related to the amount of psychological growth reported. Typically, when individuals experienced a traumatic event, they were likely to make an effort to make sense of what happened (Grubaugh, 2003). Calhoun and Tedeschi reported that participants, who engaged in effortful cognitive processing such as intentionally trying to make sense of the event by thinking about it, demonstrated a greater degree of PTG. However, ruminating about the event in a self-punitively or circular manner was not likely to promote PTG, but rather would increase adverse psychological symptoms.

In addition, Park, Cohen, and Murch (1996) reported that positive reinterpretation and acceptance coping were the most significant predictors of stress-related growth. Similarly, Collins, Taylor, and Skokan (1990) found that coping efforts involving cognitive reinterpretation of the event and personal growth were related to a greater positive change in beliefs. These findings explained that people experienced PTG in the process of actively integrating a traumatic event into one’s
cognitive framework. As the previous studies implied, coping research warrants increased attention because it may provide a better understanding of growth outcomes.

Lastly, recent literature has also reported that positive emotions not only play an essential role in coping with stressful life events (Stanton & Low, 2004), but also may facilitate experiencing PTG (Calhoun & Tedeschi, 2006). Salovey, Rothman, Detweiler, and Steward (2000) explained that positive emotions, such as joy, interest, curiosity, and love protect individuals from illness and in fact promote health. Moreover, if individuals experience positive feelings, they can expand their momentary thought-action repertoires, push the limits, and be more creative and hopeful (Fredrickson, 2003; Gillham, Shatte, Reivich, & Seligman, 2001).

Leisure and Coping

Leisure has been conceptualized in various ways. Among the definitions, this study adopted a free-time perspective, referencing any activities that occur during free-time (Kleiber, 2004). If leisure is used to refer to purely enjoyable and intrinsically motivated activity, it may limit the value of leisure as a component of PTG. Kleiber suggested that it is relevant to define leisure more broadly from a free-time perspective to generate true growth option; therefore, good acts (e.g., volunteering) or good habits (e.g., regular exercise) can be considered leisure activities regardless of enjoyment status and levels of intrinsic motivation. Kleiber further noted that “the higher purposes emerging with PTG are more readily addressed within leisure and the freedom of leisure may offer the most fertile conditions for such” (p. 21).

Traditionally, leisure studies had emphasized buffering and moderating effects of leisure in coping with stressors (e.g., Coleman & Iso-Ahola, 1993; Iso-Ahola & Park, 1996). Another trend of early coping research was that it identified specific leisure activities that contributed to coping with various stressors (e.g., Calabiano, 1994; Coleman & Patterson, 1994; Patterson & Coleman, 1996). Through analyzing 83 leisure activities using discriminant analysis, Calabiano provided lists of leisure activities that helped to cope with stress. Among the activities listed, cultural hobbies were more likely to reduce stresses for females while outdoor active sports contributed reduced stress for males.

More recently, leisure coping research has focused on the various types of leisure coping strategies with daily challenges and normative life stressors coping (e.g., Iwasaki, Bartlett, & O’Neil, 2005; Trenberth & Dewe, 2005). One of the most recognized studies is Iwasaki and Mannell’s hierarchical dimensions of leisure coping (2000). Iwasaki and Mannell conceptualized the dimensions of leisure stress coping based on a comprehensive review of interdisciplinary research on stress and coping. The model is divided into two primary levels: leisure coping beliefs and strategies. Leisure coping beliefs are considered dispositional leisure coping styles, which is based on individuals’ internal factors such as personality and personal belief in coping. On the other hand, leisure coping strategies are situation specific and intentional coping strategies. This model emphasizes that both personal beliefs in leisure and engaging in an actual leisure plays a significant role on coping with everyday stress.
Focusing on people with chronic illness or disabilities, a number of recent studies have provided empirical support for the hierarchical dimensions of leisure coping and provided an approach to the role of leisure in PTG via stress-coping (e.g., Iwasaki, 2003; Iwasaki, Mactavish, & Mackay, 2005). Mactavish and Iwasaki (2005) conducted stress-coping research using a sample of people with physical disabilities to explore the strategies in coping with various life stresses. Adapting empowerment as a conceptual framework, Mactavish and Iwasaki identified five key themes of the coping strategy: (a) socializing/social support, (b) cultivating and using positive affirmations, (c) reconnecting spiritually, (d) diverting one’s focus, and (e) rejuvenating through leisure/exercise. Mactavish and Iwasaki urged needs for leisure coping studies focusing on individuals with various backgrounds, especially people with disabilities. In the context of leisure coping and positive psychology, Iwasaki, Mactavish, and Mackay explored a leisure coping strategy on individual strengths and resilience among five target groups including professional managers, aboriginal people with diabetes, individuals with disabilities, lesbians, and gays. The study found that a palliative coping strategy through leisure was essential in coping with stress, and that leisure was “a survival strategy with the use of human strengths and resilience” (p. 98).

In addition to leisure coping for people with disability, Kleiber, Hutchinson, and Williams (2002) attempted to understand leisure from the context of the “positive transformation” perspective following negative life events. Based on literature analysis of leisure coping, general coping, and stress, Kleiber et al. proposed four important functions of leisure that relate to self protection, self-restoration, and personal transformation. The self-protection and self-restoration perspectives emphasized buffering functions of leisure related to coping with negative life events. These two key functions explain that involvement in leisure activity, as one of the coping mechanisms or coping resources, help people to deal with immediate life stress and generate optimism and hope for the future. Moreover, it facilitates the reconstruction of one’s life story through providing a context of experiencing a sense of continuity following negative life events. In the context of PTG, Kleiber et al explained that leisure has potential to be a vehicle for personal transformation through helping people experience strengthened relationships and discover new options for leisure. Kleiber et al. stated that leisure coping studies were limited to examining the role of leisure in the context of the coping process, and urged researchers to explore various mechanisms in the coping and adjustment process and transformative experience.

As a follow-up empirical study using the interview data from two different studies, Hutchinson, Loy, Kleiber, and Dattilo (2003) examined how individuals use leisure in coping with a traumatic injury or the onset of a chronic illness. They reported that engaging in personally meaningful and enjoyable leisure activities can be a significant coping source, both right after the onset of a traumatic injury and over time. Hutchinson et al.’s findings tend to emphasize the importance of emotion-focused leisure coping, which attempts to regulate one’s feelings or emotions through avoidance or distancing from stressors and involves “cognitive efforts that change the meanings of a situation, without changing the environment” (Lazarus, 1999, p. 114).
In the later conceptual work, Kleiber (2004) challenged researchers to broaden viewpoints through exploring the relationships between leisure and PTG rather than examining the traditional conceptual context of coping, adaptations, and recovery. Kleiber argued that strengthening positive aspects of life can facilitate PTG, and especially experience of “touching moments” through leisure can facilitate experience personal growth. Hutchinson and Kleiber (2005) also suggested that casual leisure contributes to experiencing growth-oriented changes following a negative life event through providing a context to discover new potentials and interests (e.g., expanded sense of self and strengthened relationships). Hutchinson and Kleiber argued that both casual and serious leisure have a potential to contribute to growth-oriented change and that future research is needed to expanding understanding of both casual and serious leisure in terms of health, welling outcomes as well as PTG.

Method

In order to explore the role of leisure in the experience of PTG for people with SCI, this study employed a grounded theory methodology, which “offers insight, enhance understanding, and provide a meaningful guide to action” (Strauss & Corbin, 1998, p. 5). Although a great number of studies using the PTG inventory have contributed to the body of knowledge related to PTG, several recent studies have criticized the inventory. For example, Smith and Cook (2004) stated that “current methods of measurement may actually underestimate PTG to a small but significant degree” (p. 356) and the overlapping types of PTG may cause difficulty in defining and measuring people’s actual PTG experience. Moreover, Pals and McAdams (2004) argued that the PTG inventory explains culturally acceptable outsiders’ views rather than effectively describing the insider voice of the people who are experiencing the phenomena. Pals and McAdams also suggested that the employment of qualitative methods is needed for better understanding of PTG. Therefore, it is appropriate to employ a qualitative methodology to better understand the insiders’ voices on the role of leisure in the experience of growth.

Participants

In this study, participants were recruited among former and current clients of two rehabilitation centers in a Midwestern city. After the interviewer explained the purpose of study and the criteria for selecting participants, two recreation therapists working at the rehabilitation centers released contact information of 64 potential participants who met the study inclusion criteria. In addition, the therapists identified 7 potential participants who did not demonstrate evidence of PTG. A letter describing the purpose of the study and data collection procedures was mailed to potential participants requesting their participation in the research. A total of 20 potential participants voluntarily called to the researcher or returned study invitation cards indicating their interest in the study. This study used purposeful and criterion-based sampling strategies (Strauss & Corbin, 1998) to identify individuals with SCI experiencing PTG. The criteria for selecting participants demonstrating PTG was that people; (a) had SCI, (b) possessed clear external evidence of various achievements (e.g., holding a full-time job, demonstrating
athletic achievement, providing consistent voluntary public service), (c) reported satisfaction in their lives, (d) had a cognitive ability to recall and chronologically explain their life stories, and (e) were at least 18 years of age. The researchers considered behaviors such as holding a full-time job, demonstrating athletic achievement, or providing consistent voluntary public services to be positive external evidence of PTG. The negative cases who did not meet the study's criteria were intentionally selected, and their life stories were compared to others' stories in an attempt to identify why they did not fit into the emerging framework (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Upon the completion of each interview, participants were thanked for their time and contribution, and given a coupon incentive valued at $20.

A total of 15 participants, including two negative cases, were selected. Table 1 describes some demographic characteristics of participants (pseudonyms were used). Ten participants (67%) were male and five (33%) were female, all between the ages of 27 and 58 (M=39, SD=10.96). The average onset of injury was 30 years old (range =14 to 57 years, SD= 13.4), and the average length of time since injury was 10.7 years (range =1 to 34 years, SD= 9.12). The participants, including the negative cases, completed an average of 15.53 years of education (SD=2.47), indicating some college education as an average academic background.

**Interview Procedures**

The interview protocol consisted of several broad, open-ended questions and follow-up prompts, allowing the interviewers to probe within the subject area, while also wording some questions spontaneously to facilitate conversation (Crabtree & Miller, 1991). The interviews, ranging from one to four hours, were conducted at participants’ homes. With permission, each interview was audio-taped and transcribed by professional transcribers. Using the descriptive interview techniques, each interview began with “grand-tour questions”, which encouraged interviewees to verbally describe significant features of their everyday life experiences related to space, time, events, people, activities, or objects (Spradley, 1979). For example, the interviewer asked: “Could you describe a typical day before experiencing your injury?” and “Could you tell me your experience after the injury?” After collecting a lengthy description of participants’ everyday life stories followed by the “grand-tour questions,” the interviewer asked “mini-tour experience questions” to explain a small unite of personal experiences related to significant and positive life changes (Spradley). Each participant explained what his/her personal experiences had been like and provided examples of specific moments and/or events related to the process and outcomes of their recovery from the traumatic injuries.

The participants were asked to complete a demographic information questionnaire (e.g., age, education, gender, etc) at the end of the interview. The final question asked the participants to identify others with experience relevant to the study. After each interview, the interviewer immediately recorded field notes (Strauss & Corbin, 1998), describing both impressions and the conditions of the interview. Additionally, memos were written describing observations, progress, experiences, thoughts, and feelings. After reviewing the summary and emerged patterns of each interview, the interviewer used follow-up phone calls or e-mails to
Table 1. Characteristics of the Fifteen Participants with SCI

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Length of Injury</th>
<th>Level of Injury</th>
<th>Type of Accident</th>
<th>Participant Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>John</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>C-6 (paraplegia)</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>White; Single with two children; Regular volunteer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>C-4/6 Quadruplegia</td>
<td>Fall</td>
<td>White; Married; Administrative work in health care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>C-6 Quadruplegia</td>
<td>Car</td>
<td>White; Divorced after the injury; Regular volunteer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenny</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>T-6 (paraplegia)</td>
<td>Car</td>
<td>White; Single, Living independently; Graduate student to be a professor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boyd</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>T-12 (paraplegia)</td>
<td>Car</td>
<td>White; Single; Living independently; Director at community center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitney</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>T2/5 (paraplegia)</td>
<td>Car</td>
<td>African-American; Married; Regular volunteer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mary</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>T-12 (paraplegia)</td>
<td>Farm work</td>
<td>White; Married; College professor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tom</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>C-4/5 (paraplegia)</td>
<td>Gun shot</td>
<td>African-American; Single; Living independently; Counselor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellie</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>C-7 Quadruplegia</td>
<td>Car</td>
<td>White; Single; Living with her parents; College Student to be a social worker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greg</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>C-6 Quadruplegia</td>
<td>Racing car</td>
<td>White; Married; Financial case manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timothy</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>T-6 (paraplegia)</td>
<td>Motor cycle</td>
<td>White; Single; Living independently; Administrative work in forestry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dan</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>T-10 (paraplegia)</td>
<td>Work</td>
<td>White; Single; Living independently; Customer service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myra</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>T-12 (paraplegia)</td>
<td>Car</td>
<td>White; Married; Substitute teacher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason*</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>T-2 (paraplegia)</td>
<td>Gun shot</td>
<td>White; Married; Unemployed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jane*</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>C-5/6 Quadruplegia</td>
<td>Accident</td>
<td>White; Divorced; Unemployed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* = Negative case
five participants, who agreed to participate in member checking process, to clarify interviewees’ comments, to correct errors in summaries and emerged patterns.

Data Analysis

Based on the grounded theory methodology, which is a general framework that guides the research process, this study employed a thematic analysis. The thematic analysis emphasizes the participants’ own views of the phenomena under investigation. It allows researchers to “use a wide variety of types of information in a systematic manner that increases their accuracy or sensitivity in understanding and interpreting observations and interviews about people, events, and situations” (Boyatzis, 1998, p. 5). The data analysis of interviews was based on and followed the guidelines suggested by Boyatzis and Strauss and Corbin (1998). The six steps of data analysis were as follows:

Step 1: Creating the interview transcription. As soon as feasible after completing each interview, taped interviews were transcribed by a professional transcriber who followed systematic editing. Atkinson (1998) explains that several editing tasks are necessary, including (a) using standard spelling, (b) creating sentence and paragraph structure, (c) adding missing elements, and (d) possibly reorganizing certain sections to keep related subject matter together. After completing the first draft of the transcript, the researcher (the first author) read the transcript while listening to each tape in order to verify accuracy.

Step 2: Creating individual open coding schemes. In order to reduce the quantity of data for effective comparison of each transcription, open coding schemes within each participant were developed inductively through analyzing each interview transcription. The open coding schemes illustrated broad emerging themes and patterns of each participant’s life and leisure experiences before and after experiencing a traumatic accident. For example, most open coding schemes included the broad themes of life experiences such as the experiences of traumatic events, life issues, relationships with others, leisure experiences, and the experience of positive life changes.

Step 3: Comparing patterns across participants. The individual open coding schemes were compared with other coding schemes constantly for identifying similar themes and patterns on leisure–related experiences and positive life changes following traumatic accidents (Glaser & Strauss, 1999). This stage focused on categorizing any broad patterns and developing preliminary themes across participants, rather than analyzing the precise description of the pattern (Boyatzis, 1998).

Step 4: Creating an axial coding scheme. While constantly comparing preliminary themes and patterns across participants, the similar themes on leisure experiences related to positive life changes were clustered into new themes and grouped together in an axial coding scheme. The axial coding scheme included revised broad themes such as leisure-based social support, the recognition of personal strengths and abilities, the experience of sense of normality, and the experience of positive emotions. During this step, the researcher returned to the original transcriptions and read each carefully to determine similar themes and their sub-themes including rich quotes from raw data (Boyatzis, 1998). In addition, the axial
coding scheme was shared with the second author to ensure its appropriateness.

**Step 5: Creating a selective coding scheme.** The researcher revised emerging themes and created a systematic selective coding scheme after analyzing the axial coding schemes including broad themes and subthemes including quotes from raw data. The final step of the data analysis was integrating and refining themes to a larger theoretical scheme (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). During the analysis, the main research themes on the role of leisure in the experience of PTG emerged as follows: (a) providing opportunities to experience success and achievement, (b) building companionship and meaningful relationships, (c) making sense of traumatic experience and finding meaning in everyday life, and (d) generating positive emotions.

**Step 6: Determining the degree of agreement.** To ensure that codes were applied consistently and to check for coding drift over time, the researcher coded five randomly selected pages from a randomly selected transcript (using between 20% and 25% of each transcript) at three different points of the project. The percentage agreement at these three points in time (at the beginning, halfway through, and at the end of coding) showed above the levels of 80% agreement, which indicates that the emerging themes were consistent over these three periods of time. Boyatzis (1998) stated that agreement scores of 70% or better are considered consistent and reliable in qualitative studies.

**Trustworthiness**

Qualitative research designs can demonstrate validity and reliability using a different approach and methodological terms (Creswell, 1998; Mertens, 1998). The researchers used (a) expert review, (b) member checking, and (c) negative case analysis to assess the trustworthiness of the data and findings. In order to enhance the credibility of the study’s findings, expert debriefing (Lincoln & Guba, 1985) took place. During each coding process, coding data were reviewed by the second author. In addition, member checking was used to confirm interpretations. Through phone or email contacts, five participants were invited for member checking. All agreed with the research findings, and shared additional thoughts and stories related to each theme. Lastly, negative case analysis was conducted to establish the credibility of the study. The two negative cases, who did not fit into the criteria of study, were intentionally selected, and their life stories were compared to others’ stories to search for alternative explanations of traumatic experiences (Kuzel, 1999). The negative cases provided rich and complex examples associated with their disrupted life stories (Kleiber et al., 1995). The results revealed that the negative cases had suffered from various life issues, while the participants experiencing PTG had found positive life changes in their lives. This result suggested that the negative cases represented the experience of trauma rather than PTG.

**Results**

The findings in this study demonstrated that leisure contributed to PTG in the following ways: (a) providing opportunities to discover unique abilities and hidden potential, (b) building companionship and meaningful relationships, (c)
making sense of traumatic experience and finding meaning in everyday life, and (d) generating positive emotions.

**Providing Opportunities to Discover Unique Abilities and Hidden Potential**

A main theme emerging from the data was that participants were able to find unique abilities and hidden potentials through involvement in leisure activities. Specific sub-themes on the discovery of unique abilities and hidden potentials were (a) finding personal strengths and hidden potential, (b) experiencing a feeling of success and achievement, and (c) gaining reputation/recognition.

*Finding personal strengths and hidden potential.* Most participants emphasized the important role of leisure in finding their strengths and hidden potential. While the negative cases in this study were suffering from dealing with activities of daily living, most participants tended to “take the good out of the bad” and view their struggles as opportunities to explore unique abilities and find hidden potential through engagement in leisure activities in the midst of overwhelming traumatic experiences. For example, Jane, one of the negative cases, complained that she lost her ability to engage in her leisure activities and had not found other enjoyable activities in her life. Jane said:

> There are times where I think things really stink so I wish I didn’t have to, going to the beach for example. I used to spend so much time in the water at the lake and even just walk through the sand and feel that on your feet and all that stuff. I haven’t had that for almost four years and that’s hard still sometimes. It’s easier for me if I don’t go to the beach. I still like to go, go watch the sunset or something but every time I leave there’s a part of me that’s like damn, you know, I want to go jump in the water too. You know, so that’s kind of hard.

However, through approaching leisure activities more seriously, some participants demonstrated unique musical, artistic, and athletic abilities, and contributed to helping other people in their communities. Tom, a member of a gang in his teenage years, rejected an invitation from his gang friends to rejoin their group and decided to spend his free time improving his musical and dancing abilities. Tom committed himself to the activities and became an amateur drummer, playing his own music everywhere in his town as a leader of his own band:

> I love soul music and dancing. I would just dance and I would dance until I got tired... I didn’t realize that I had that ability. I used to do it just for play... If I would have been practicing and dancing before I got shot, just like I always tell people, if I had been introduced to drums before I got shot, may be I would have changed my direction.

Similarly to Tom, Jenny described how she found her unique abilities in art. Jenny had enjoyed coloring and drawing since she was a child. After acquiring a SCI, Jenny “really started getting into art more seriously” and demonstrated an exceptional artistic ability at school, winning a number of prizes. The pursuit of athletics was also used as a tool to demonstrate unique abilities and hidden potential.
Mary mentioned that she got involved in “so many diverse sports clinics” and found that she excelled in sport after her injury. Mary said:

I really never was much of an athlete back in those days, long time ago. I walked everyday, but I never was okay going to do the marathon or anything. I hated running... [After my injury] I've been doing the swimming, going to these sailing clinics, attending tennis clinics, anything that gets me out... I was just on Channel 8 TV a couple of weeks ago. I went down there to a tennis clinic during the RCA championships, and they interviewed me. So there a picture of me hitting tennis balls and talking a little bit about my life.

Furthermore, some participants talked about their exceptional athletic abilities as amateur athletes. Boyd regularly participated in national wheelchair basketball tournaments. Boyd reported that playing basketball became a central part of his life after the injury. He said:

I love playing basketball more than my work as a teacher. It’s important going to battle with your team mates and obviously it’s a lot more fun to win... I got second place for this tournament, but almost every three tournament that we go to we win. So that was a little bit of a disappointment.

These narratives indicate engaging in leisure activities assisted people in finding their strengths and hidden potential. Furthermore, people experienced growth through strengthening their unique abilities, which they never experienced prior to the injuries.

*Experiencing a feeling of success and achievement*. Engaging in leisure activities assisted the participants in experiencing a sense of success and achievement, as several participants experienced a feeling of success through successfully learning new leisure activities. In describing her experience associated with rock climbing, Mary said: “I was up there, no weight and I lifted myself with just my fingertips... So I felt good about myself because I was out of my chair and you’re doing something different.” Mary put priority on involvement in activities in her life, and frequently experienced a feeling of success through participation in new leisure activities. In contrast, Jason, a negative case in this study, put his priority on dealing with activities for daily living and spent most of his free-time watching television or movies, therefore he had no chance to experience a feeling of success or achievement. Jason said:

The things that are the most difficult are the little things; being able to cut my own finger nails, being able to cut my own toe nails. I chew my finger nails off now. Christy has to cut my toe nails. She gets me undressed and dressed, and helps me in and out of bed but the little things. Once I’m in my chair I’m pretty much independent. But it’s the little things that people take for granted and don’t think about... It is just everything. It is so different, it is everything. Every single thing is difficult and on top of that I’m out of breath and I’m tired.
Moreover, Jane experienced a feeling of failure and frustration because she lost the guardianship of her children and had to fight for her kids in court against her mother.

I used to do everything for myself, but I cannot do anything. It [the injury] affected my life even when it came to my kids because my mom went and got guardianship of them because at that time I couldn’t do things for myself. That’s been really hard and I’m still in court fighting for my kids. That’s very frustrating...

Other participants talked about their experiences of engagement in various leisure activities such as sailing, water skiing, traveling, and wheelchair tennis, and expressed that they “had done something cool,” “successfully learned something different,” and “did not need other people” to enjoy activities. Dan described his achievements in a mini-marathon:

I looked up and see myself in the mirror and I looked at myself and started smiling and thought ‘Dude, you just won the mini-marathon’. And that was pretty huge; it was about 30,000 people. Granted, I’m in the hand cycle, but it was a littler faster but my whole goal was to be in the top five and beat the able-bodied runners and I ended up being the first one and it was like that’s very cool.

Involvement in activities, especially those using individual unique abilities, provided opportunities to experience a feeling of success and achievement for several participants.

Gaining recognition and a reputation. While the two negative cases extensively spent their interview time to talk about their reputation before experiencing SCI and reported that they “couldn’t do anything for themselves” following the accident, a number of the participants shared their own stories about how they gained recognition from friends. Boyd and Dan reported that they could easily impress their friends when the friends viewed their athletic performances. Boyd noted that everyone he took to the [basketball] game said “Oh, my gosh, I had no idea that it was like that.” Similarly, Dan described his friends’ reactions to his water skiing skills. After Dan did the slalom at 22 feet off the 75 foot rope and jumped up to 26 miles an hour, his friend kept saying “Oh, my God,” and told him that she “totally understood what Dan was doing.”

In addition, several participants reported that they gained a reputation with the public through receiving awards for social services and/or excellent athletic performances. As a result of his services to people with disabilities, youth at risk, and individuals incarcerated for more than 20 years, Tom received numerous community service awards. Dan also received a number of awards for excellent athletic performance. Dan described 2005 as “one of the best years that he’d ever had before or after my accident” because he received several awards from the local rehabilitation center, as well as from regional and national water skiing associations. Dan reported that receiving medals for his advanced performance not only provided public recognition, but also intrinsic reward, including improving his
self-confidence and experiencing joy for life. Clearly, the examples demonstrate that participants in this study gained public recognition and positive reputation through involvement in leisure activities.

Building Companionship and Meaningful Relationships

In this study, engagement in leisure activities built two different types of social relationships: companionship and meaningful relationships with peers. The former emphasizes a boundary of social network within the context of leisure involvement, while the latter emphasizes the quality of social interactions with others. The following details these two distinctive characteristics of relationships generated by engagement in leisure activities.

Companionship. All participants talked about the importance of building social relationships while enjoying leisure activities with their peers. Most participants reported that after experiencing traumatic accidents, their social network became limited to their families and a few close friends. However, through engaging in recreational activities, most participants, except the two negative cases, could build new relationships with peers experiencing a similar disability. Mary mentioned that she could expand her social network through “meeting and re-meeting people who have similar injuries” while participating in various adaptive sports programs offered by a local rehabilitation center.

In addition, the participants illustrated how they enjoyed companionship with friends who had no disability. Most participants tended to have a number of friends with whom they met regularly during their free time. Timothy described his diverse companionship with “a big group of friends” at college. Timothy reported that he “had lots of fun hanging out with new friends” at college, and their companionship in leisure pursuits allowed him to “open his eyes to a lot [regarding] different culture.” Boyd, who enjoyed companionship with musicians, also noted that he not only enjoyed meeting “a lot of friends” who were interested in music, but also benefited from the companionship by receiving free admission to concerts and free food. In contrast to the participants experiencing PTG, Jane, a negative case, expressed that she “really did not associate with people” because she was too busy dealing with life issues such as unemployment and dependence on a social worker for activities for daily living. The examples show that engagement in leisure activities had an essential role in expanding their social networks through providing enjoyable experiences and interactions with peers.

Meaningful relationships. Several participants reported that they built meaningful relationships, e.g., ongoing interpersonal relationships through shared experience and understanding of phenomena “as a result of reflection or interaction” (Duck, 1994, p. 95). While participating in organized leisure activities offered by a local rehabilitation center, some participants could enjoy interactions with their peers’ circle, experience a sense of belonging and acceptance, and develop deeper relationships, allowing them to share life stories or issues related to the experience of illness. Mary could build meaningful relationships with her peers through sharing her concerns while engaging in activities. Mary said: “it was good to see other people who could talk about my personal issues such as a ‘bowel program’ because nobody else really understood and did not talk about those issues if he/
she was not in a chair.” Boyd also described a meaningful relationship with Patty, who had lived in the same town and who “won the gold medal at Paralympics in 2004.” Through practicing and participating in competitions together, their shared athletic experiences provided commonality in their lives as wheelchair basketball players. Although Patty moved to Arizona, Boyd “kept in touch with her” because they were connected to basketball.

In addition, several participants mentioned that they built meaningful relationships with a few close friends without disability as a result of sharing their experiences and thoughts and finding commonality in their lives while engaging in various leisure activities together. Jenny explained how she built meaningful relationships. Before her injury, Jenny was one of the most popular students and enjoyed a broad social network at her school. However, after the injury, Jenny realized that her friends liked her because of her “popularity” and she then found “who her true friends were.” With a smile and excitement, Jenny shared all the fun activities she had participated in with her best friend, Emily, during her teenage years after experiencing SCI. When Jenny started driving herself, she “picked up Emily everyday,” “had lunch,” and did “various social activities together” such as dining out, shopping, and working on crafts. Through sharing their experiences and thoughts, Jenny and Emily could better understand each other and became one of the most important people in each other's lives. Similar to Jenny and Emily’s relationship, Carla became Ellie’s best friend following the car accident. Ellie expressed that she “felt lucky to have such a wonderful friend” with whom she could enjoy free time. Ellie loved hanging out and shopping with Carla and her four kids, who called her “Aunt Ellie”. While enjoying their free-time activities together, Ellie and Carla built a more strengthened relationship.

Engagement in activities naturally provided a social space where people could interact with peers and build relationships. Enjoyable interaction with friends allowed the participants to share experiences and thoughts with their peers and to build both activity-based companionships and meaningful relationships while engaging in various activities.

Making Sense of Traumatic Experience and Finding Meaning in Everyday Life

Leisure engagement provided an opportunity to make sense of traumatic experience and to find meaning in everyday life. Although the negative cases went through the rehabilitation periods, they did not identify any positive moments and only described how hard the experiences of traumatic accident were. However, mostly during the early stages in rehabilitation, participants ran into moments in making sense of traumatic events through exposures to certain activities and events. In Jenny’s case, a community outing helped her make a significant realization. At the age of 14, Jenny experienced a car accident, and she “really didn’t know if she was going to pull through or not.” However, after participating in a routine community outing (i.e., eating a cheeseburger and French fries at a local fast food restaurant), Jenny became very confident that she was going to “live well for a long time with SCI.” Through this seemingly insignificant activity, Jenny realized that she could enjoy her life again. Similarly, when William was again
riding his favorite mule, he realized that his accident occurred just by chance and was “not by punishment from God.” He said:

My friends had me up on my mule. Though I couldn’t walk or take a step, they had me riding. If I couldn’t have ridden I would have given up. I knew God was not punishing me because I could still ride. I knew that if I was being punished, everything would have been taken from me. So I never felt that it was just a bad deal. I knew God was not punishing me because I could still ride.

In the context of outdoor activities, Timothy reported that he realized he could “enjoy what he used to do” after hunting without any assistance from others during the first season following his motorcycle accident. Timothy mentioned that “challenges” in hunting were “always fun” because he learned from his experiences that he could “conquer other challenges” in his life. Through poignant moments of success or enjoyment during the early stages of rehabilitation, engagement in activities offered the opportunity to make sense of traumatic experience.

In addition, several participants emphasized the importance of finding meaning in everyday life through engagement in leisure activities. Jenny reported that she found “a great personal meaning” and obtained a “sense of satisfaction from enjoying arts,” not only because she could enjoy the same activities she had prior to the injury, but because she found a way to express herself and to demonstrate her artistic ability. For the participants of this study, volunteering seemed to be one of the most powerful activities contributing to finding meaning in everyday life. Among various volunteering experiences, working for people with similar physical disabilities seemed to carry greater meaning for the participants than other volunteer experiences. Ellie noted that she “always knew that there’s someone out there that was worse” than she, she “wanted to try to help them,” and she “really enjoyed helping people with SCI by letting them know that this isn’t the end and that they have a life after acquiring SCI.” Likewise, Dan became involved in counseling when a close friend asked him to visit his niece who was in a hospital due to SCI. Dan shared his experience as a water skier to illustrate an enjoyable part of his life after SCI and encouraged the patient to join his adaptive sport club. While sharing his experiences with her, Dan realized that he was an effective mentor who cared for people with SCI, and thus became more committed himself to helping people with SCI. Tom, who had volunteered for 20 years as a motivational speaker and counselor, shared his life experience with “a minimum of 100,000 kids” at schools and juvenile prisons, and also via phone conversations. Through helping kids at risk, Tom found great satisfaction and meaning in life: “This is the vocation that I did not choose but it’s one of the best vocations that [sic] I believe that if I wasn’t up and about, kids would naturally gravitate towards me.”

Simply having fun or being physically active during free time did not seem to create significant meaning in everyday life for the participants. Instead, participants sought personally meaningful experience to make sense of their lives and to find meaning in everyday life. This theme indicates that leisure can be used as a source of creating personal meaning in life in the pathway to experience PTG.
Generating Positive Emotions

Leisure generated positive emotions, including interest, enjoyment, excitement, fun, and relaxation. After experiencing traumatic injury, most participants struggled with negative emotions such as depression and anxiety, threatening the narratives of their life stories. However, the participants also experienced positive emotions while engaging in various activities. Leisure facilitated a feeling of “curiosity” or “interest” in new activities. The participants reported the feeling when they talked about why they started new activities. Dan expressed that he was interested in water skiing after finding “a real opportunity,” which looked like “a cool thing to do.”

Mainly related to the moments of achievement or mastery, the participants reported a feeling of “excitement” or “cool” moments. Boyd’s example was when he succeeded his first reverse lay-up: “I did my very first reverse lay-up and it went in. I thought it was kind of cool, got me excited.” Dan used the term “thrill” to express his excitement when participating in his first national competition.

The participants reported a feeling of enjoyment, commonly using the terms “enjoy,” “like” or “love” to explain their favorite activities. Boyd expressed that he “enjoyed playing basketball” because it was “a source of his enthusiasm” and it “allowed him to meet a bunch of people.” Likewise, Tom expressed that he “loved soul music and dancing,” which allowed him to express himself and which demonstrated his unique abilities.

The participants also often talked about having fun while engaging in leisure activities. William described traveling by himself as a fun experience. He proudly reported that he entertained himself and had a lot of fun through traveling to Key West using his tricycle. Likewise, Timothy identified college life as one of the most fun periods in his life because he could socialize with a lot of people while “partying a lot, drinking a lot, and eating bad food.” Although most participants reported that they became more interested in personally meaningful activities, some people continued to value pleasure after experiencing traumatic injury.

Involvement in leisure activities facilitated relaxation, referring more to mental relaxation than to physical rest. When Tom explained his life at the hospital, he gave the example of mental relaxation through listening to music while getting shots or taking pain medication. The findings indicate that leisure experience is capable of offering not only upbeat moments but also peaceful ones, allowing mental relaxation.

Discussion

Findings of this study demonstrated that leisure helped participants experience growth through: (a) providing opportunities to discover unique abilities and hidden potential, (b) building companionship and meaningful relationships, (c) making sense of traumatic experience and finding meaning in everyday life, and (d) generating positive emotions. The PTG literature has emphasized the importance of positive cognitive ruminations in the process of PTG. Kleiber (2004) argued that leisure following traumatic events can be used as a vehicle of reconstructing self and experiencing personal transformation. The findings in this study
expanded the understanding of PTG that meaningful engagement in activities has potential to facilitate PTG through providing a context to explore themselves, their lives, and relationships with others following trauma. Tedeschi, Park, and Calhoun (1999) stated that PTG results from a cognitive reconstruction process initiated to cope with traumatic events. It may imply that effective coping with trauma may be one of the first steps in the process of PTG. The extensive leisure coping literature (e.g., Hutchinson, Loy, Kleiber, & Dattilo, 2003; Klieber, 2004; Klieber, Hutchinson, & Williams, 2002) has indicated that leisure coping resources (e.g., leisure companionships and friendships, sense of continuity in life, and experience of positive emotions) play a significant role on coping with and adaptation to various illnesses and disabilities. The leisure coping literature has also empirically illustrated leisure coping resources (e.g., mood enhancement, mental distractions, and escaping from stressful situation or illnesses) are used to regulate one’s emotions and to change meaning of a situation. Interestingly, the participants reported similar characteristics of leisure when they illustrated important leisure experiences related to PTG. This finding indicates that involvement in activities have great potential not just to help people cope with stresses, but discover self and experience PTG.

One of the findings, which extends the body of literature in leisure coping, is that engagement in leisure activities offered participants the opportunity to find their unique abilities and hidden potential. While exploring their unique abilities and talents, the participants not only experienced a sense of achievement and gained recognition, but they also found positive identities through activities. These findings support those of Seligman and Csikszentmihalyi (2000), who noted that people can experience personal growth as they activate their strengths and capacity. While involved in enjoyable leisure activities, people can naturally explore their hidden abilities or advance in leisure skills, which allow them to experience a sense of success and achievement, to overcome challenges (Murray & Nakajima, 1999), and to gain recognition. These positive experiences themselves can be considered growth experience, and can facilitate the experience of more in-depth personal growth in everyday life.

Another important finding in this study was that involvement in leisure activities not only offered companionship, but also provided opportunities to build meaningful relationships, which is one of the importance outcomes of PTG (e.g., Tedeschi et al., 1998; Tedeschi & Calhoun, 2004). Using the concept of meaningful relationships (Duck, 1994), Lee, McCormick, and Austin (2001) stated that people can experience meaningful relationships through enjoyable interactions with peers while engaging in leisure activities. This study provided empirical support to Lee et al., confirming that shared experiences and enjoyable interactions with peers assist people in finding the commonality of their experiences and create a basis for meaningful relationships. Engagement in enjoyable leisure activity facilitates positive social interactions and shared experiences in activities, assisting in a sense of belonging and building trust with peers. Thus, people can build meaningful relationships through engagement in leisure activities and experience PTG in the context of social relationships.
This study demonstrated that the participants not only found meaning in activities themselves, but also discovered meaning in everyday life through committing themselves to challenging and personally meaningful activities. Although participants enjoyed the same activities after their injuries, the activities provided different meanings to them. Whereas drawing was an activity for fun before Jenny’s injury, afterward the same activity allowed her to express herself and to demonstrate her abilities, which helped her restore her life narratives. This finding supports the existing literature stating that people seek personal meaning through leisure activities (Ragheb, 1996) and experience a sense of focus and purpose in their life through enjoyable and personally meaningful activities (Hutchinson et al., 2003). King (2004) stated that “a sense of meaning in everyday life derives from active engagements or commitments to goals that help people feel connected, mobilize their activities and efforts, and contribute to their understanding of themselves and their world” (p. 78). Although existing literature has shown possible connections between finding meaning in an activity and discovering meaning in life, it has not clearly demonstrated that engagement in activities contributes to experiencing PTG by providing meaning in activities and in life. The finding in this study indicates that leisure can be an important source of creating personal meaning in life and experiencing PTG. Further investigation is needed to explore the contribution of finding meaning in life through leisure engagement in the experience of PTG.

Furthermore, the findings in this study showed conceptual similarities between engagement in personally meaningful activities and serious leisure. According to Stebbins (1992), serious leisure refers to committing oneself to free-time activities as an amateur. In this study, committing oneself to personally meaningful activities appeared to be a vital source for experiencing PTG. Through involvement in activities as athletes, musicians, and volunteers, the participants found their own identities and a purpose in life. Moreover, volunteering presented as an excellent source for feeling useful and for experiencing joy in providing practical assistance. Likewise, previous studies (e.g., Arai, 1997; Cassie & Halpenny, 2003; Greenfield & Marks, 2004) have demonstrated the various benefits (e.g., developing skills, experiencing well-being, enhanced positive emotions, and sense of empowerment) of commitment to volunteering and personally meaningful activities. This study illustrated that commitment to meaningful activities could provide pathways to experience PTG that leads to personal meaning. It is necessary to give more attention to the role of commitment to leisure activities in the context of PTG.

From a methodological standpoint, purposeful selection of “healthy” individuals with SCI contributed to understanding the distinctive role of leisure in the experience of PTG. In contrast to the “healthy” participants, the negative subjects did not provide rich and complex descriptions of their life experiences, especially in terms of engagement in leisure activities. Thus, if negative cases were not identified at all, or if a greater number of negative cases were included, this study may not have found the distinctive role of leisure in the experience of PTG. This study demonstrated that selection of a “healthy” population to explore the relationships between leisure and the experience of PTG is essential.
Further research should expand the understanding of the relationships between meaningful engagement and PTG using in-depth interviews and “healthy” samples to explore the distinctive characteristics of the positive phenomenon (Maslow, 1987). Specially, it is necessary to investigate the impact of serious commitment to personally meaningful activities on PTG. In addition, leisure research has not given much attention to the benefits of leisure in the experience of meaningful relationships. Thus, it is essential to explore how leisure contributes to meaningful relationships, and how these relationships influence the experience of PTG. One of the important characteristics of PTG is that is the concept embraces both process and an outcome (Tedeschi, Park, & Calhoun, 1999). Leisure researchers need to conduct PTG research not only from an outcome perspective, but also explore leisure and PTG from a process perspective.

The findings suggest that recreation therapists can assist their clients to experience PTG through activities that allow clients to “find their own vehicles of change” (Woodward & Joseph, 2003, p. 281). In other words, recreation therapists can effectively facilitate PTG by helping clients to find their own strengths and unique abilities while participating in therapeutic recreation programs. For example, people can find their unique abilities or hidden potential while enjoying various sports led by recreation therapists. Offering volunteer opportunities may promote a sense of self-worth and joy in providing practical assistance to others. In addition, developing meaning-based therapeutic recreation programs may be helpful. Through providing a personal meaningful environment, therapists can assist clients to find meaning in everyday life as well as experience personal growth.
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